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Chapter 28: Triple Kill 

He first went to the exchange and exchanged the remaining gold coins for blue coins. At the moment, 

the value of the gold coins was still declining, so there was no need to keep so many. He just needed to 

leave a few dozen gold coins for use. 

Previously, when he was exchanging gold coins in East Capital, the ratio was about 1:6. Now, it had 

fallen back to a little more than 1:4. After exchanging more than 20,000 gold coins for the recovered 

blue coins, it was less than 100,000. It was a loss of 20,000 to 30,000 each round. 

After exchanging the gold coins, Zhang Shan teleported to the grocery store and bought enough bullets 

and pet food to last for a few days. He also bought some big red potions. 

Big red potion could recover 500 HP each time. For players at this stage of the game, it was completely 

enough. It was just that it was a little expensive at 50 silver coins for each. The cooldown time was long, 

too. It was half a minute and one could only drink the potion once in a battle. 

After he was done, he went to the tailor shop to expand his backpack to 95 slots. Zhang Shan planned to 

fight for a long time. Outside the city, the members of the Storm Guild and the Heaven and Earth Guild 

were still fighting each other and ambushing each other. 

Zhang Shan was prepared to stay outside and farm monsters in case he became a red name of killing. 

After all, his weapon and Hand of Midas were binding equipment. Even if he died, he would not drop it. 

Now, he was not afraid of anyone. He would kill all those who caused trouble. 

After storing all the materials and other items not to be used for the time being in the warehouse, other 

than the necessary supplies, there was only the weapon that he had just replaced, the Exquisite Musket. 

The attributes of this level 10 weapon were still pretty good. After all, it was level 10 purple equipment. 

At the current stage, it could definitely be considered high-end equipment. If it was put up for auction, it 

would at least start at 10,000 gold coins. 

Zhang Shan thought about it and decided to give up on the auction. There should still be many people in 

the guild who did not have purple weapons. He wanted to ask if anyone who wanted it. 

On the team channel... 

“Where are you guys fighting?” 

“Bo Wang Wasteland. Boss of Divine Artifact, come quickly.” 

“I’ll be there right away.” 

“Does anyone want a level 10 purple musket? If no one wants it, I’ll put it up for auction first.” 

“F*ck! You’re flaunting your wealth! People with divine artifacts are amazing! Don’t sell it! Bring it to 

me! I’ll pay 10,000 gold for it! My weapon is still blue!” Cannon of Storm shouted indignantly. 

“No problem. I’m on my way.” 



“Brother Six Guan, you have to be careful. Those trash from Heaven and Earth Guild have hired a large 

number of cannon fodders to cause trouble for us. I reckon that quite a few people are guarding the city 

gates. Don’t die before you even take a few steps.” 

“Don’t worry. If they want to die, send them back to the city.” 

“F*ck, you’re so arrogant with divine artifacts.” 

After teleporting to the city gates, Zhang Shan ran towards Bo Wang Wasteland. 

He had just walked a few steps out of the city gates when Zhang Shan noticed that a few people were 

following behind him. 

Although he noticed that quite a few people were following behind him, Zhang Shan did not want to 

bother with them. He wanted to meet up with the other members of the guild as soon as possible. 

Those who were guarding outside the city gates were basically cannon fodder. They were covered in 

trash equipment. They probably did not even have any skills. It was not worth mentioning. 

Zhang Shan’s shoes were purple. Although they were only level 5 equipment, their movement speed 

was also increased by five. Normal people with poor equipment would not be able to catch up to him, 

not to mention that Agility-type players could run faster. 

He quickly shook off the pursuers behind him and ran for some distance. Zhang Shan noticed that three 

people were blocking the main road ahead. Looking at their character names, he knew that they could 

not be let off easily. 

Although he could escape by taking a detour, Zhang Shan didn’t have such a plan. F*ck them, it could be 

considered an opportunity to launch his divine artifact. 

Three players: Heaven and Earth Dragon Slaying Saber, Heaven and Earth Cloud Piercing Arrow, Heaven 

and Earth Smoke. A Berserker, an Archer, and a Fire Mage. This was a pretty good PK combination. 

There were pursuers behind him, and people were blocking the road ahead. Zhang Shan didn’t even 

think about it. He directly charged forward, and the three Heaven and Earth Guild players on the other 

side also quickly closed in. 

When both parties were close to the attack range, Heaven and Earth Dragon Slaying Saber directly used 

Charge at Zhang Shan. Zhang Shan could not dodge this skill. A charge could not be interrupted unless 

he had a displacement skill to pull away. If he was charged, he could only take a hit. 

Fortunately, Charge skill only had a speed reduction effect and did not stun him. 

Zhang Shan ignored the Berserker, Heaven and Earth Dragon Slaying Saber. A Berserker could not kill 

him instantly. He would deal with the two long-ranged attackers first. 

Zhang Shan ignored the Heaven and Earth Dragon Slaying Saber and directly attacked the Mage and 

Archer behind the Warrior. 

Bang! The Fire Mage, Heaven and Earth Smoke, fell to the ground. At this time, the Heaven and Earth 

Dragon Slaying Saber also chopped off more than 300 of Zhang Shan’s HP. 



Zhang Shan did not even look at it. He continued to attack the Archer. Bang! Bang! Two shots and the 

Archer fell to the ground. At this point, the Berserker’s second slash had yet to land. Zhang Shan’s attack 

speed was simply too fast. 

After drinking a large HP bottle, he shot at Heaven and Earth Dragon Slaying Saber. With Divine Strike, 

the ten-fold damage instantly killed him. 

The three members of Heaven and Earth Guild all fell to the ground, dropping a few pieces of trash. 

Huh? No, Heaven and Earth Dragon Slaying Saber actually dropped a green cape! He was so good. A 

level 10 green cape would increase his HP by 1,200. This was exactly what Zhang Shan needed urgently. 

“F*ck! It’s amazing to have divine artifacts!” 

After spouting nonsense, Heaven and Earth Dragon Slaying Saber transformed into a beam of white light 

and went back to the city to resurrect. The other two were not lying down anymore. They turned into 

white light and left. 

In an instant, three people were killed. The pursuers behind them had yet to catch up. Zhang Shan 

picked up the items on the ground and left. 

A divine artifact was so cool, killing one person every 10 steps, leaving no path for a thousand miles. 

The troublesome part was his red name. His sin points were 20. The Berserker was not counted as Zhang 

Shan fought back. The other two people were attacked by Zhang Shan first. Zhang Shan’s first red name 

in the New World was handed over in this manner. 3 

However, it was just a game. Red names were normal operations. If you did not provoke others, others 

would. 

Fortunately, after leaving the novice village, it was not difficult to remove the red name. Staying online 

for one hour would reduce 10 sin points, and farming monsters would reduce even faster. 

The only inconvenience of a red name was that they could not return to the city. If a red name returned 

to the city, they would be locked in a small dark room, which would also reduce 10 sin points in one 

hour. That would be very difficult. 

Another thing was that the drop rate of a red name after death increased greatly. The items in his 

backpack would definitely drop a few pieces, and the equipment on him would also have a chance to 

drop. It depended on one’s luck. 

But who would care? After all, divine artifacts and spirit artifacts were bound equipment, so they would 

not drop. As for the rest, it did not matter. Zhang Shan was very confident now. 

Zhang Shan ran quickly in the wilderness with a famous name. From time to time, he would run into 

other players, but fortunately, no one stopped him. 

He put on the green cape and his HP reached 1,550. It was awesome. 

“Where are you in Bo Wang Wasteland? I’m almost there.” 



“Run for another half an hour after entering the map. We’re farming monsters on the map. These are all 

level 15 monsters without Magic Resistance, everyone can farm.” 

... 

“Have to run so far?” 

It was sh*t without having a mount. He still had to run for another half an hour. How much time did the 

game set up to waste the players’ time running the map? 

“Is there anyone from Heaven and Earth Guild in Bo Wang Wasteland? I ran into a few when I left the 

city just now. I killed them and became a red name.” 

... 

“I don’t know outside, but there aren’t any on the map right now. Be careful. If you see anyone, run 

first. They won’t be able to catch up to you anyway.” 

“Understood.” 

After entering the demonkin map, Zhang Shan looked at his teammate’s position. It was indeed far, so 

he decided to run slowly. 

Zhang Shan ran quickly towards his teammate’s position while carefully observing his surroundings. 

Although he was very strong now, he could not be too arrogant. If he was stunned by someone, he 

would be easily killed by a flurry of knives. 

He was not afraid of a normal stun. As long as he did not let anyone get close, he would not be stunned. 

The main concern was the Archer’s Meteor Arrow. This skill could be cast from a very long distance. If he 

did not dodge in time and was directly stunned for five seconds, he would also die. 

Along the way, he could occasionally see players farming monsters in twos and threes. Zhang Shan 

would dodge if he could, but if he really could not, he would quickly pass through while the others were 

entangled with the monsters. 

After running for almost half an hour, no accidents had occurred. He slowly approached the other 

members of the guild. 

Although Zhang Shan had a big red name, no one came up to slash him a few times. 

After all, everyone had to level up. Other than the members of Heaven and Earth, the entire game was 

still relatively harmonious. Leveling was the main priority, so they tried their best not to cause trouble. 

... 

 


